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• What is the difference between an 
element, compound and a mixture? 

Give as many examples as possible.

• Extension – what is an alloy?
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An element is made up of 1 type of atom.
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This image is taken from “Mixtures and solutions” by David Paterson – see rsc.li/2FxsuyJ 



A compound is made up of two (or more) 
different types of atom chemically bonded 
together.
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A mixture is made up of two (or more) different 
elements or compounds not chemically bonded 
together.
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These images are taken from “Mixtures and solutions” by David Paterson – see rsc.li/2FxsuyJ 



Make a molecule of ethene.
You will need:
• 2 black atoms
• 4 white atoms
• 2 long grey ‘bonds’
• 4 short grey ‘bonds’

Properties of polymers
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Each student should create a molecule of ethene using a moly mod kit. This will be easier if each student receives a pre-made bag containing 2 carbon atoms, 2 double bonds, 4 single bonds and 4 hydrogen atoms. It is good practice to model how to make the ethene to the class and let the students create it at the same time as you. Due to the key stage, it is best to refer to this as a “monomer”. 



What properties do you predict this will have?

Monomer properties
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Presentation Notes
Class discussion. Important to explain that ”mono” means ”single”. Key ideas being that monomers are small molecules and will have low boiling/melting points. 



Monomer properties
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High melting point      Small molecule            Low boiling point

Large molecule         High boiling point         Low melting point

Reactive                          Unreactive

What properties do you 
predict this will have?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this to help if students are struggling. 



Polymerisation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that as a class you are going to be demonstrating what happens during a polymerisation reaction. This is when many monomers react to form a polymer (reiterate that “mono” means single, “poly” means many).Using your “monomer” as well as another, show how they cannot react by themselves. We must “break a bond”. In industry, metallocene catalysis is used, but at this key stage it is better to stay away from this. At this point, model breaking one of the carbon-carbon double bonds. 



What will we form?

Polymerisation
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+                                                                     

Monomer                               +                                 Monomer                     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask your students to hold their monomer up again to check they are following. Using a student’s monomer, show how the monomers react to form a “dimer”. Ask for another volunteer’s “monomer” and ask “what will we form now?” If they are struggling, state “we started with a monomer (for one), formed a dimer (for two), what about with three?” Explain you have formed a “trimer”.



Polymerisation
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+                                            

Monomer            +             Monomer               Dimer
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Presentation Notes
Ask your students to hold their monomer up again to check they are following. Using a student’s monomer, show how the monomers react to form a “dimer”. Ask for another volunteer’s “monomer” and ask “what will we form now?” If they are struggling, state “we started with a monomer (for one), formed a dimer (for two), what about with three?” Explain you have formed a “trimer”.



Polymerisation
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+                    +                      

Can you predict the name of what is formed 
when three monomers react together?

Monomer  +   Monomer  +   Monomer     ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask your students to hold their monomer up again to check they are following. Using a student’s monomer, show how the monomers react to form a “dimer”. Ask for another volunteer’s “monomer” and ask “what will we form now?” If they are struggling, state “we started with a monomer (for one), formed a dimer (for two), what about with three?” Explain you have formed a “trimer”.



Polymerisation
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+                    +                      

Monomer  +   Monomer  +   Monomer     Trimer
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Presentation Notes
Explain the etymology explicitly of mono, di and tri at this point.



Polymerisation
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+                           +                            +

+                           +                            +                          +
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Presentation Notes
Explain that for a polymer to form, often millions of monomers react. Go around the room, demonstrating how the polymer is formed using as many monomers as possible. Ask students to hold the polymer up to show how long they are. 



Polymerisation
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Compare the monomer to the polymer. 

How are they similar? How are they different?

Monomer Polymer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class discussion. Can use think-pair-share or rally robin also. Ask your students to compare this polymer to their monomers. “How is it similar? How is it different?” The key point is that the polymer is much larger than the individual monomers.



Which of these properties 
do you think the polymer 
will have?

Polymerisation
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High melting point      Small molecule            Low boiling point

Large molecule         High boiling point         Low melting point

Reactive                          Unreactive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask, “Which of these properties do you think this polymer will have?” The key point here is that the polymer will have a higher boiling and melting point and will be unreactive. At this point you can link the polymer to plastics and ask “Is it useful for plastic bags to be unreactive? Why might it not be useful?” Here you can link the properties of plastics to problems with breaking down and degrading.
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